MENA’s Creative Capital
by Kasia Maciejowska

As international headlines continue to foretell the demise of Beirut,
the city itself is celebrating its own creativity and collaborating to
strengthen it with Beirut Design Week. Just some of this year’s
international guests include the artist Mona Hatoum, fashion
journalist Hilary Alexander, curator at the V&A Museum
Rowan Bain, and designer at Philips Rik Runge. Selections
wades through the events, talks to the founders, and guides you
through the week with our map overleaf.
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Magma Light Fixtures by Ghassan Salameh

Tree of Life wall hanging by Bokja

Of course we want to
encourage cultural exchange
between Lebanon and the
rest of the world and hope
BDW might inspire other
countries in the region to
build their own design culture

open studios is geared towards boosting commuPosters by Wonder8

nication between different segments within design
in Beirut and the wider region, as well as bringing in
international contributions to inspire and stimulate
the local conversation.
Beirut the crossroads, Beirut the political melting
pot… these clichéd summaries still ring true and can
be felt in the creative output produced by the city.
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But in recent years there has been a concerted push
among artists and designers to develop creative
practices that are meaningful to Lebanon. Quite how
that can be done when the country itself is inher-
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ently so polyphonic is a big question, but Toutikian
elaborates: “Many of the influences of nearby cultures, as well as colonialism, have had their imprint
on our current design culture. Most of our design
schools in universities have imported curricula from
the West, but for the past decade, there has been a
conscious shift to create design that the Lebanese
can truly identify with. This ongoing process and the
current quest among the Lebanese to redefine their
own design culture is what makes the contemporary
context so exciting.”
Handwork at Sarah’s Bag

The well-founded belief of Toutikian and Karounouh
that Beirut is a regional, rather than just a national
creative hub means their intention is to have a positive influence beyond the Lebanese borders. “Of
course we want to encourage cultural exchange
between Lebanon and the rest of the MENA region,
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That Hilary Alexander said yes, especially during this time
of off-putting international press coverage on Lebanon,
indicates growing belief in the event and trust in its founders

by Rowan Bain, print curator at the V&A Museum in
London, and Rik Runge, designer at Philips Healthcare do the same. Toutikian sees these international
guests (of whom there are 15 in all) as playing an
essential role in expanding the festival’s audience
beyond the design community to the wider public.
For those who prefer to look than to listen, the

Hilary Alexander

Mona Hatoum

three headline exhibitions are of Danish Architecture, Dutch Design, and Newcomers, showcasing local up and coming designers. For something
more participatory, those who missed last year’s
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